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ABOUT THE COMPANY

Founded in 1987 as a bicycle tyremaker, company has rise over the past decade and recent journey has been 

phenomenal after it diversification into making tyres for off-the-road, industrial and construction vehicles. 

This company mainly operates in the business segment of tires. The company focuses on the production of a range 

of off-highway tires that includes agricultural, industry, material handling, forestry, lawn and garden, construction and 

earth moving tires. In the domestic market, the company supplies to all the major construction equipment 

manufacturers and has a presence in the replacement market of the road construction sector.

Chairman & Managing Director : Arvind Poddar

Joint Managing Director: Rajiv Poddar

Whole Time Director & Co. Secretary : Vipul Shah

Registered Office : B-66, Waluj MIDC,,Waluj Industrial Area, Aurangabad, Maharashtra



Rational behind selecting this stock

➢Stock has surged past analyst expectations as investors bet on its industry-beating margins and an uptick in demand for off-highway tyres

➢Demand for agriculture and mining tyres showing signs of a pick-up as large mining companies are ready to increase in capex in this post lockdown 
period again

➢Research & development

➢ BKT CERTIFIED ISO/IEC 17025:2017

➢ The new EARTHMAX SR 412

➢ The new V-FLEXA

➢ AGRIMAX TURF RT 333, the new radial tire for small tractors

➢ Many more*

➢Overseas engagement in Europe and US-Canada is high in recent years. This will help to develop company to penetrate into their local market and 
develop as global brand

➢Serving Global OEM’s including legends like JCB, CAT, FERRARI, John Deere, TAFE and many more

➢Key player under ‘Make in India’ which is flagship Project of Central Government

➢Increasing Sales, Revenue and Profits



Key Features

❑ Long Term Debt Free with Cash and Cash equivalents of Rs. 1,423 crs as on 31st December 

2020 

❑ Diversified Product Portfolio, spread across Agriculture, Industrial, Construction and mining tires

❑ Self Reliant in Carbon Black along with Multiple sourcing arrangements for other Raw Materials 



Strategy



Management Commentary 

❖The demand continues to be strong in Agriculture segment across Geographies. In the other 

segments, demand continues to remain stable more or less stable post the recovery in the end markets 

of industrial, construction and mining segment

❖With 9MFY21 volumes of approximately 159,130 MT, we are increasing our guidance for FY21 and 

expect to end FY21 with sales volume of 215,000-220,000 MT. We strongly believe this demand trend 

to continue in FY22 and years to come 

❖The Board of Directors have shelved the USA Project

❖The Board of Directors have approved a capex plan of Rs. 1,900 cr.

❖Brownfield project at Bhuj to increase tire capacity 

❖Increase carbon black capacity including advance carbon black and power plant at Bhuj 

❖Modernization, Automation and Technology upgradation capex at existing facilities



Curious about which Company 
we are tasking about?



Tires are our business...While the group foundation dates back to the 1950s, Balkrishna Industries Limited (BKT) started its Off-

Highway tire business in 1987. For over 30 years, BKT has successfully focused on specialist segments such as agricultural, 

construction and industrial as well as earthmoving, port and mining, ATV, and gardening applications

....but your business is at our core. Thanks to your suggestions, requirements, and feedback, in the course of the years we have come 

up with many tire novelties that cater for the most demanding user needs in any Off-Highway application, and today we offer an 

extensive product range of over 2,700 high-performance specialist tires.



Product lines

• Agricultural Tyres : Whether you are a farmer or a farming contractor, you need 

reliable tires to get the most out of your advanced farming equipment. You can browse for your 

tire based on performance criteria that best suit your specific type of machinery.

• Industrial Tyres : Whether it is loading or excavating, lifting or material handling – you 

are looking for reliable high-performance tires so that you can do your job in full safety. Browse 

for your tire based on your specific type of industrial machinery.

• OTR Tyres : Mining and construction are the toughest sectors on Earth. So are the 

requirements for equipment – and tires, of course. Browse for your tire to see which 

performance features best suit your specific needs.



Recent Performance (Q3FY21)

Sales Volume Revenue EBITDA PAT

59,810 MT +26% YoY Rs. 1,497 

Cr

+27% YoY Rs. 477 Cr 31.9%

Margin

Rs. 322 Cr +46% YoY



Quarterly Result

(All Figures in Cr.)



Sales Volume (9MFY21)

FY21 Sales volume guidance: 215,000-220,000 MT



Sales volume composition



Recent Delivery volume



Peer Comparison



Shareholding Pattern



CAPEX Utilization

➢ Rs. 1,900cr Capex to be funded 

by Internal Accrual and Debt, if 

required

➢ Post Brownfield capex 

achievable capacity of Tire Plant 

will stand at 335,000 MTPA

➢ Embarking on new capex in 

Carbon Black on back of Proven 

quality of product coupled with 

strong demand for captive 

consumption and 3 rd parties

➢ Modernization capex to lead to 

better efficiency



P&L Statement

# Includes Investment Income and Unrealized Gain/(Loss) 



Other Income



Balance Sheet



Global Engagement

o BKT is the Official and Exclusive Tire manufacturer of MONSTER JAM and its fleet of Monster Trucks – Monster Jam is a top sporting event in 
America

o BKT Continental Cup – Curling: BKT is the Title Sponsor of Continental Cup

o BKT is the new Title Sponsor for the ITALIAN SERIE ‘B’ FOOTBALL CHAMPIONSHIP – THE NEWBORN - “SERIE BKT”

o BKT is the New Official Global Partner for the Spanish Football League “La Liga”

o BKT is the Sponsor for the “LIGUE de Football Professionel (LFP)” in France

o Premium Partner of EUROLEAGUE BASKETBALL

o Team of 26 expert journalists in agricultural mechanization, will assign the Tractor of the Year (TotY) award to the ‘Best European Tractor’

oBKT is the Official “OFF-HIGHWAY TIRE PARTNER” for KFC BIG BASH LEAGUE (THE AUSTRALIAN CRICKET LEAGUE)

oBKT is the Official “OFF-HIGHWAY TIRE PARTNER” for KFC BIG BASH LEAGUE (THE AUSTRALIAN CRICKET LEAGUE)



Recent fall analysis

Stock price of Balkrishna Industries plummeted by 10% on 9th February’21 despite posting a strong set of quarterly results. The stock had recently touched an 

all-time high level of ₹1,875 on 8th February’21.

New Capex Plans

Company’s management has announced their plans to incur a fresh capex to the tune of ₹1900 crore to 

cater to the increasing demand. This capex will be employed as follows:

• Increase tire capacity of Brownfield Project at Bhuj. Company is planning to invest ₹800 crore in this 

project to increase their capacity from 3 lakh MTPA to 3.5 lakh MTPA.

• Further, company wants to increase its carbon black capacity from 1.15 lakh MTPA to 2 lakh MTPA 

including advancing carbon and black power plant at Bhuj. For this project, it will invest ₹650 crore.

• Rest ₹450 crore will be utilized for Modernization, Automation and Technology upgradation.

• Company’s board has directed that the payback period of this capex ranges between five to six 

years.

• The board has also decided to shelve their US capex plan for greenfield expansion with an 

estimated outlay of $100 Mn

Conclusion : Thus, the company’s stock price fell 10% in a day mainly due to concerns over the new capex and changing capital structure. There was also some profit booking as the stock 

price had zoomed more than 150% from its March’20 lows. However, there are no significant changes in fundamentals of the company.

Possible changes in Capital structure due to new capex plans

• Although the new capex is planned to meet the increasing 

future demand, the company seems to have planned it too 

soon as its earlier capex cycle has recently ended.

• However, company’s recent plans to fund the capex using 

debt did not bode well with institutional investors.

• Also, the new capex’s long payback period will weigh on 

company’s free cash-flow generation in short term.

• Institutional investors are also wary of company investing in 

expanding capacity of its non-core business i.e carbon black. 

Although majority of carbon black will be used for captive 

consumption, company plans to sell some of it to third party 

buyers.



Price Trend



Best Entry Price

Entry from long 

term 

perspective is 

in a staggered 

manner in the 

range of INR 

1600 and 

1500 for 1850-

2000-2400 

Target in near 

terms.

With any negative sentiments in the falling market, best price to entre is around INR 1250


